**Preface**: This text is a combination of historical and contemporary content. It appears to be a mix of references, discussions about music, and political or academic commentary, possibly from a university newsletter or a historical society publication. The text is fragmented and interspersed with various topics, making it challenging to extract coherent paragraphs. It seems to contain references to music, political decisions, university regulations, and student activities. The text may include sections on speeches, committee decisions, and university policies.

**Relevant Section**: The text snippet includes references to a band concert, a referendum on student sovereignty, and a discussion on music and its role in university life. It also mentions a political decision regarding a speaker's contract and a referendum on another topic. The text is rich in historical and academic references, suggesting a context of university governance and community decision-making.

**Key Topics**: Band concert, referendum on student sovereignty, music in university life, political decisions, and university policies.

**Further Information**: For more detailed analysis, it would be beneficial to have the entire document or additional context. The text appears to be a mix of different sections, possibly from a newsletter or a historical publication, and does not form a complete narrative on any single topic.
Harris Discusses Reaction To Viet Nam Policy Letter

Student President Signs Group Letter

Craig Harris, Student Senate president, was among a group of one hundred student leaders that sent a letter to President Johnson expressing dissatisfaction with the Viet Nam war.

The letter was hailled throughout the country in such terms as "skeptical sagacity" by Time Magazine and received acclaim elsewhere.

The main points of the letter centered around four questions:

1. Is there doubt that America's vital interests are efficiently threatened by Viet Nam to necessitate the committing of our armed services there?

2. Is there doubt that such vital interests as may be threatened are best protected by this growing commitment?

Survey Reveals Salaries' Status

Lawrence University was given second place ranking by the American Association of University Professors in a survey conducted recently on the economic status of the profession.

Lawrence ranked first among the ten members of the Association of Midwest Colleges in the category of full-time faculty compensation per student equivalent, which expresses the student-faculty ratio.

Lawrence's figure was $1,146, with a median competitor listing $1,679.

Lawrence ranked second in average total compensation for full-time faculty, recording $12,266. This figure includes fringe benefits. Two institutions ranked higher than Lawrence's figure of $10,776 for average salary.

3. There is doubt that a war which may devastate much of the countryside can lead to the peaceful and prosperous Viet Nam we once hoped our presence would help create.

4. There is considerable concern about apparent contradictions in the American position on certain points basic to any effort to ascertain a settlement. High Government officials reiterated our expressed intentions to negotiate "unconditionally," but we remain unclear about our willingness to accept full participation by the Viet Cong as an independent party to negotiations.

Aside from endorsing the message of the letter itself, Harris was asked in a Lawrence interview if he had any other reasons for signing the letter. He answered: "I would hope that my signing of the letter would stimulate some sort of debate, perhaps in the Student Senate, concerning the student body's position on the war." He also commented on the action of those opposing the war that have been and still are held on campus. "Viet Nam vigilantes are a good beginning, yet it worries me that many students are not willing to manifest their concern one way or the other."

"I would assume that a sizable group of people supports the war in Viet Nam, yet no one has sponsored lectures or demonstrations for that position. On the other hand, we have had only one speaker against the war and he departed after a faculty discussion." Harris added that the faculty, "might do more to encourage students to take a stand on the war and to manifest that stand by some sort of activity." As for the role of the administration, he said, "I think that the administration should merely act or not act so as not to interfere with the students' activities for or against the war."

Possibly the most noteworthy reaction to the letter was the reply by Secretary of State Rusk that reiterated the government's war as a war of aggression and to manifest that stand. On this topic, Mr. Rusk is quoted as saying, "There is the second question. Mr. Rusk minimized the devastation of the countryside. Finally, the letter does not clear up the ambiguities referred to in our fourth question."

Students have voiced split opinions, while faculty members have been unanimous in their support. As might be expected, Harris received some right-wing reading material, including a carbon depicting the evils of anti-Americanism.

He received two books from their publishers, "Bitter Heritage" by Arthur Schlesinger and "Arrogance of Power" by J. William Fulbright.

The response that affected him most was a personal letter of congratulations from Joseph Heller, author of "Catch-22."

The signatures of the letter have again corresponded with Harris asking him to find others to sign the letter. He has written to the college in the confidence that were not represented, but there has been no response.

Seniors Convene To Pick Leaders

A meeting last Tuesday of the senior class introduced its members to the duties and functions of the alumni office and elected class officers.

Alumni spokesmen outlined some of the activities of their organization. It was pointed out that fund-raising is only one facet of Lawrence's alumni organization.

Other plans are recruiting of prospective students, conducting reading programs, planning excursions, financing students, and long-range aims, such as the eventual development of a do- estate into an alumni family camp.

As the newly-elected president, C. J. Eckert, will coordinate various activities for the rest of the year and oversee any future plans.

Class secretary Chuck Nelson will write the alumni magazine, while class clerk Sue Zimmerman will coordinate the charge of soliciting funds.

Concluding the new officers are class social chairmen Sue Miller and Tim Parker, who will arrange senior parties for the remainder of the year and future reunions.

One Day Only

Monday, January 23, 1967

London Grafica Arts

Presents an Exhibition and Sale of

ORIGINAL LITHOGRAPHY, ETCHINGS, WOOD CUTS

Daudier Cassatt Caroucout Chagall

many others moderately priced

Library of Art Department — 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
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Discrimination Approved

This week the trustees have released their lastest policy statement, on membership restrictions of campus groups. The trustees are saturated with the desire to eliminate discrimination, especially among the Greek groups.

Originally, in the fall of 1963, the faculty passed a resolution which said, "Tuition Increase"

The student interested in Nazis and the Thirties and Forties.

By providing a forum for the the malignant vacuity of his conceptions, and others.

There are not only books on the We hope that none of the bitterness engendered in the campus, but here are the reasons for Rockwell's appearance here February 8. There are no such books on the academic and others.

The student interested in Nazis and the Thirties and Forties.

It is indeed unfortunate that the students and their original, in the fall of 1963, the faculty passed a resolution which said, "Tuition Increase"
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"On the Waterfront"
By DAVID C. ELLIOTT

This column has been criticiz-
ed for its unnecessary insistence
on a dichotomy between the stu-
dents and the administration and direc-
tor. Though I think basically
the ends of these two groups are coincident, there are too many
instances where the dichotomy is
indeed a real one.

This is particularly true con-
odering the extreme ease with
which one can slip classes and the
equally extreme difficulty of
expressing a Lawrence student in
a dormitory room.
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Our Shaving Cream
DOES NOT FOAM REVOLUTION!

ORV'S BARBER SHOP
108 South Oneida Street
Across from the Zuelke Building
Come and See Our Counter-Reformation
"PILLS 'N THINGS"
204 East College Avenue

We assure you...
Our shaving cream does not foam revolution!

B I G
SHOE SALE
NOW

Heckert Shoe Co.
129 East College Avenue

WE ASSURE YOU...
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Booths transport them to their room.

In the husband's absence, the absent-minded Torquemada is reminded by his spouse to wind his coquettish wife, Concepcion. The newly married Count and Countess, find themselves at some point in the opera's setting.

The opera's setting is the Paris of the Opera-Comique in 1825. It is liberty's finest opera in the same vein, with the music composed by Verdi and arranged by the turns of events. The opera opens with the Parisian street scene, where the singers are seen following the turns of events.

The opera is a comic opera in the style of an operetta. It is a comic opera in the style of an operetta. The opera opens with the Parisian street scene, where the singers are seen following the turns of events.
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The opera is a comic opera in the style of an operetta. It is a comic opera in the style of an operetta. The opera opens with the Parisian street scene, where the singers are seen following the turns of events.
Betas and Phis Ahead

In Quad Competitions

The Betas and Phis continued on their winning ways last week in interfraternity basketball action, with the Delta in close pursuit.

Last Friday the Big Eves threw a scare into the Betas before succumbing 40-36. Earl Tryon with 15 points and Bob Uhe with 13 carried the fight to the Betas, but it wasn't enough as Rod Clark, John Scobie and Bruce Ellett garnered 13, 16, and 12 respectively.

In the second game of the night the high scoring Phi crushed the Taus 86-44. The front line of Dennis DeCock, 19 points, Bob Krohn, 21, and Rick Miller, 14 swept the boards as well as providing the scoring threat. Craig Welch was the key to victory as the Eps 64-40. Again rebounding from the Fijis, Bill Benowicz was high for the Taus with 13 and Rich Agness, 17, 17th, and Bob Uhe with 13 swept the Phi offense has averaged over 72 points per game this term, including basketball, bowling and swimming.

Inter-quadrangle basketball will be held today and Sunday, Jan. 28, with the buses leaving at 1:30 this afternoon and at 2:00 p.m. Saturday the Vikes played bowling and swimming.

The highlight of the meet was the second game, with the Vike matmen opened their season being 70-35. Clark with 18 and Jim Sims with 14 led the way in a sloppy played game.

The Phi kept rolling along by smashing the Fijis 58-38 to keep their record spotless. The high powered Phi offense has averaged over 13 points per game and has been characterized by even scoring in Tuesday's game Rod Harmann Archery Center

FORT AT A SITE OF SPORT AT

Rod Harmann Archery Center

119 East Washington St.

- Automatic Target Lanes
- Latest Equipment
- Special Rates for Students
- Complete Line of Bows and Arrows

GEERING CARDS

F-A-S-T

Film Processing

- Large selection of Portable Tape Recorders
- Kodachrome and Ektachrome, 1 day service;
  - Kodakolor, 2 day service
- Black and White, brought in by 5 a.m.

CONTemporary GREETING CARDS

ideal photo

COME AND SEE OUR

Window on the World

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

Third Floor Zoelke Building

- ARCHERY

FOR A NITE OF SPORT AT

RoD Harmann Archery Center

119 East Washington St.

Things are changing.

Equal opportunity does work.
Get a good education, and so will you.

For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL SUPPLIES, ART and DRAFTING MATERIALS

Sylvester & Nielsen, Inc.

300 W. College Ave.
Appleton, Wisconsin

New In Appleton

Conway

MOTOR HOTEL

Telephone: 266-1111

IMMEDIATE CONFIRMATION OF RESERVATIONS

See Mary Proctor, our College Representative

call for reservations at 4-2611

Pah-low's

Luggage, Leathergoods, Gifts

303 W. College Ave.
Netmen Slip Past Grinnell, 73-72
Record for Season Stands at 4-4

Lawrence Loses To Cornell, 58-56
Lawrence University went on the road last weekend in search of its first conference victory and slipped to Cornell, 73-51, after bowing to Cornell the night before, 64-62.

The Vikings are now 1-0 in conference play, while their season record stands at an even 4-4.

Lawrence led for much of the Cornell game, including a 38-25 edge at the half, and it was not until only three minutes were left in the game that the Rams moved into the lead to stay, 63-60.

The Rams were able to lengthen their lead to 68-60, with just nine seconds left, before giving the Vikings an opportunity to catch up as the horn sounded.

Lawrence outdistanced Cornell, hitting on 50% of their shots (36 of 72), while the Rams could only manage 45% (33 of 74), but the game was lost in the last three minutes as the Rams moved into the lead to stay, 63-60.

In the 400 yard free relay, the Vikings set a new conference mark, but the Rams set another record.

In this meet, however, it was Lawrence, however, that set a new conference mark, while the Rams set another record.

Close One
In this conference match, however, it was the Vikings who had the edge in first place finishes, and the Rams who dropped to second.

The swimmers' next meet will be against Ripon this afternoon, with both the fresh and varsity teams hoping to better their conference records as well as their individual times.

The Outagamie County Bank
"Appleton's Most Convenient Bank"
Member FDIC

Vike Mermen Tie Chicago, Break Even in Conference
The Lawrence swim team is in the midst of its conference season, having just completed three meets in the last two weeks, and will be facing an important meet this afternoon.

On January 7, the Vikings continued to build on their second-place showing in the conference, with a 150-120 victory over the University of Chicago.

In the individual medley, Pettit and Wetmiller took first and second, pushing the team's lead to 110-80. The team's lead continued in the 400 yard relay, with a time of 3:46.3, which topped by two seconds its young season record set last year.

Referee's Decision
The outcomes of the two meets came to be decided in the final event, the 400 yard relay. The Vikings surged on at the front of the field, but were Lawrence's John Paas who provided the only record of the evening.

Post Record
Swimming exhibitions in the 100 yard freestyle, Paas set both a new pool and a state record, 58.6, breaking the fresh record of 58.9 set by Mitchell and the pool record of 58.7 held by Pete House.

The next afternoon, the Vikings lost to Carleton by the score of 93-47. However, the relay team of Pettit, Stockwell, Mitchell and Van Horn set a state mark in the 400 yard relay, with a time of 3:43.5.

The fresh team, swimming exhibition in the 100 yard freestyle relay which they set earlier this season at the Knox Relays. The team of Dick Cosgrove, Steve Steenrod, Pettit and Wetmiller set their earlier record by over 3 seconds.

Close One
In this conference match, however, it was the Vikings who had the edge in first place finishes, and the Rams who dropped to second.

The swimmers' next meet will be against Ripon this afternoon, with both the fresh and varsity teams hoping to better their conference records as well as their individual times.
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Ripon Loses to Cornell, 58-56
Ripon, Grinnell, Lawrence, Monmouth, Knox, Beloit, St. Olaf
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Little Man on Campus
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